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Join the Airport Facilities Council of IFMA and 
connect with hundreds of airport facility professionals worldwide because sharing information is 
a necessity in today’s global business community Contact Us for Details

If your airport would like to see substantial savings, improve and prolong the 
life of your chilling equipment and establish an exceptional sustainability effort, 
Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport (PHX) can show you how. 

The mechanical team in the Facilities & Services Division used their ingenuity 
to turn a common problem into a creative opportunity at America’s Friendliest 
Airport®.

Scale build-up in cooling systems is a big problem in Arizona because the state 
has “hard” water. Hard water is high in dissolved minerals, largely calcium and 
magnesium. Hard water is not uncommon. As much as 85% of U.S. households 
have a hard water level, according to the U.S. Geological Survey.

The hard water creates scale build-up and corrosion inside pipes and cooling 
equipment, requiring constant cleaning (often with hazardous chemicals), 
imposing costly replacements and reducing the flow of water, which hampers the 
evaporation/cooling process. Sound familiar?

PHX Cooling through Chemistry

The Facilities and Services staff significantly reduced 
this scale problem by installing a water softening system 
that works in tandem with a technologically advanced yet 
environmentally friendly chemical generator (MIOX). The 
results are extraordinary. For Terminal 4:

• Annual saving of more than 10 million gallons of water in 
the airport’s largest and busiest terminal 

• Harmful water treatment chemicals reduced by 13,000 
pounds per year

• Phoenix Sky Harbor is saving about $200,000 annually in 
water conservation and water conditioning chemicals 

• Cooling tower efficiency has increased from 67% to 85% 
• The media in the eight cooling towers are projected to 

double their life expectancy from 10 to 20 years

Because of the results achieved at Terminal 4, new 
installations have been completed at Terminal 3 (we have no 
Terminal 1 or 2), the Aviation Headquarters building and the 
consolidated Rental Car Center.

https://airport.ifma.org/about/contact-us/


(PHX Cooling through Chemistry Continued)

The goal to eliminate waste is lofty. Business operations, especially at airports, are complicated.  Waste is 
unavoidable to some degree. But Phoenix Sky Harbor tackled waste in a process that embraces the triple 
bottom line of people, planet and profit. How?

1. People: The high-tech MIOX water treatment units stopped the use and storage of micro-biocides and anti-
foaming agents. The MIOX treatment produces a sodium chloride that is safer for the environment.

2. Planet: By using soft water, PHX increased the number of cycles from an average of 3   to 5.5 before it is 
discarded into the sewer. In addition, the softener tanks showed a water savings of more than 40 million 
gallons in Terminal 4 since project completion in 2017. 

3. Profit: The new “green” water treatment for the cooling towers at the Terminal 4 central plant saves about 
$200,000 in annual water and biocide costs. 

The importance on the quality and quantity of water cannot be overstated. Water supplies are increasingly 
affected by population growth, urbanization and seasonal droughts (not to mention climate change). It is a 
master resource – zealously sought by a kaleidoscopic mix of entities. But Phoenix Sky Harbor International 
Airport has found a way to protect, recycle and capitalize on this vital natural resource. In short, it has 
demonstrated how commerce and social responsibility can work in sync and generate multiple rewards. 

Scale Before Scale After

Towers Before Towers After
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It has been a year now that I have had the privilege to be the Council President. To say it has been a challenge 
would be true enough. Yet, as Facility Managers, every day is a challenge. The effects of Covid-19 that was 
brought to our industry, our personal lives, and the world as a whole could not have been imagined. I am so 
proud of our industry, as our core business was to keep our airports open even in the darkest of times. We 
as Facility Managers worked on techniques to clean and sanitize gate hold areas, workspaces and vehicles. 
We designed and built dividers to have multiple people in an area. We worked on modified work schedules 
and worked through short staffs and long days. From the onset of the pandemic we never gave up. We spent 
countless hours on Teams meetings or GoTo meetings where we shared ideas, challenges and looked ahead.  
With a can-do attitude, the Facility Manager stayed on the front line through it all. 

Here we are today as an industry, a country and the world continuing to climb out of this pandemic. We are 
now meeting with new challenges of bringing our facilities back to life that have been dormant for almost a full 
year with restaurants, restrooms, gate hold areas and not to mention our stakeholders not having their full work 
force in place yet. The passenger load percentages in single digits are now going back to full garages, lobbies, 
restrooms, restaurants, and long traffic lines. The Facility Managers greet these with full smiles, yet we still 
move in a path to keep everyone safe, utilizing the lessons learned on sanitizing and distancing.

Looking forward to the next twelve months, we are going to continue what we started during the pandemic and 
have monthly Council Chats. This will bring all members together in a forum to communicate and share best 
practices, ideas and solutions to items that affect the airport community. We also have an ACI-NA knowledge 
transfer day in October being hosted in Houston, where front line Supervisors/Managers interact face to face. 
The IFMA World Workplace in October, held in Kissimmee, Florida will have a Council social. More details to 
follow. Keep an eye on the web site where we are posting what’s new with the council, and we are working to 
incorporate new aviation facility positions so everyone can be aware of new opportunities to grow within all 
airports. 

I would be remiss if I did not send out a huge thank you to our friends in Sacramento that hosted our Virtual 
2021 Spring Conference. We had over 50 registered participants. We enjoyed some fantastic video tours and 
learned some very interesting facts about the Sacramento airports. If you were lucky enough to join us, I hope 
you enjoy your AIRFC Back-Pack. If not, please check our website for the video tours and presentations.   

Letter from the President

... Stay in-touch and Stay safe because that is what we facility Managers do!

Troy

Hey Gang: You know we have a newsletter?

Scott Smith does a great Job, but we need to hear from you!  It’s time to share your Airport’s news, What’s 
new at your airport? Exciting announcements?



Spring Conference 2022
Normally we would now know where our Spring 2022 conference will be held, but this last year has been 
anything but normal.  We as a group need to pick our next location.  All suggestions are welcome.

Besides picking a location and with a shorter turn around on planning, we will need even more support from the 
members.

First, if you would like to volunteer to host the Spring 2022 event, please contact the AIRFC Council.  I know we 
would love to visit SLC so we can see the incredible new terminal.  
  
Finally, if you have a topic you would like to discuss or present, please start collecting ideas to secure a 
speaking slot.

As always we continue to look for sponsors of the AIRFC council, if your company would like to sponsor, please 
contact the council.

2021 AIRFC Board of Directors
Troy Donahue
President

City of Houston
Airport System
FMP Division Manager

Troy.Donahue@Houstontx.gov

Bruce Arnold
Vice President

Salt Lake City Corp (SLC)
Facility Asset Manager

Bruce.Arnold@Slcgov.gov

Cecile Ridings
Secretary

Kenton County Airport Board 
Contract Compliance Manager

Cridings@cvgairport.com

Ellen Crews
Treasurer

Woolpert
SFP, FMP

Ellen.Crews@woolpert.com

Upcoming Events
AIRFC Monthly Meetings - Please join us on our new monthly AIRFC monthly meetings starting on August 
25th.  Scott Yates of EDI an AIRFC Council member will be our keynote speaker.   Scott will present “Help 
Them, Help You!” which will present the overly critical, yet often inadequate role of the Maintenance Technician 
in Asset Management and Reliability.  

IFMA World Workplace - October 26th - 28th at the Gaylord Resort in Kissimmee FL will include an AIRFC 
Social Hour on Monday the 25th from 4 PM to 6 PM.  So please join us to help kick off the World Workplace. 

The new and incredible terminal at SLC



As we work towards the end to the pandemic the 
travel industry was incredibly impacted. As we 
individually work towards a recovery it will take 
several years to return to the passenger numbers we 
once enjoyed. I expect there to be a period of travel 
that will rise quickly once borders are reopened. 
This is in response to a pent-up desire to travel 
and to take well a deserved mental break from the 
isolation driven by the pandemic. It is important to 
recognize this sudden increase in traffic and prepare 
our individual airports for the inevitable increases in 
traffic. 

The pandemic traffic passenger numbers have 
driven the need to consolidate Airport Operations to 
reduce the footprint. One thing we know in facilities 
is that equipment is not reliable if used intermittently 
or not at all for an extended period. It is therefore 
important to develop a return to service strategy 
for key systems that support passenger movement 
and processing. A couple of specific focuses should 
be on Passenger boarding Bridges and Baggage 
systems ensuring they are ready for the sudden 
increase in traffic. Taking the systems through trials 
and testing is one way to prepare.  Although each 
Airport will be unique in its specific needs and traffic 
demographics.

Another key consideration is the mental health of 
our staff, I had heard of a study that discovered that 
there is a 50 percent increase in depression related 
illness. Please take the time to check in with your 
staff and ensure they are doing well. And remember 
to leverage your connections with the IFMA Airports 
Facility Council to collectively help in all aspects of 
the recovery. You are not in this alone!

See you soon,
Mike.

Letter from an IFMA Fellow

AIRFC SPONSORS

PLATINUM LEVEL

GOLD LEVEL

BRONZE LEVEL



Getting Your Old Technology Off The Ground: Best Practices for 
Implementing Tech Upgrades Sustainably

Provided by TECHSAFE Recyclers

It’s Murphy’s Law: As soon as we upgrade technology, it seems as if the next best gizmo or gadget arrives to market. 
Even on a small scale (think of your home use devices) this is cumbersome to deal with disposal and data destruction. 
The old-technology graveyard plot grows substantially when revamping technology, on a much larger scale, for your 
business. Raise your hand if you have old computers, cables, POS systems, monitors, and more in storage areas 
throughout your offices. Raise your hand if you don’t want to add to the amassed technology burial grounds and are ready 
for a new solution. 

You are not alone. Every day our clients are upgrading their POS systems, their servers, and more. Below are the 
TechSafe Recyclers best practices for Sustainable Tech Upgrades throughout your business:

1. Partner with an e-Scrap vendor - Just knowing that there’s someone to call when your tech recycling needs arise, 
is half the battle. Ultimately saving you time, energy, and your bottom line, when you need to get things out of your 
facilities, your vendor is just a call away. TechSafe Recyclers partners with many companies across numerous 
industries as their preferred provider when their clients need e-recycling. This symbiotic relationship helps to support 
our clients and their clients, all while minimizing the carbon footprint of your business. Make sure to choose one that 
can show you their e-Recycling certifications.  

Real World Example:  Client contracted TechSafe Recyclers to remove all old computer monitors from BWI airport. 

2. Schedule Recurring Company-wide Tech Recycling Events - Creating a culture and accountability around 
sustainable technology practices is integral to any business. We recommend that clients pre-schedule at least 2 
facility-wide tech recycling events yearly. 

 
Real World Example:  Many of our clients schedule ongoing pick-ups set at different intervals-from weekly to every 6 
weeks, as they accumulate items. BONUS: Not only does this help the company, but this is also a great employee perk! 
Encourage your employees to bring in their old tech gathering dust in their homes!

3. Have a Plan in Place Before your Technology Upgrade - Before you even begin sourcing your new technology 
devices make sure you have an action plan for what to do with the old devices.

Real World Example:  Reach out early in the purchasing process! This alleviates the need for long-term storage as we 
can align the pickup of  e-Waste with the delivery of new technology. Talk to your e-Scrap or e-Waste vendor at least while 
awaiting delivery of the new technology. They can work out with you if items need to be palletized, and how to organize 
them, plus making sure that items requiring a certificate of destruction are clearly labeled. 

4. Remember the Importance of Data Destruction - The data your technology holds is sensitive. At TechSafe we 
guarantee data destruction for all devices and offer an additional level of assurance with our Certificate of Destruction 
& Certificate of Recycling. 

Real World Example:  TechSafe Recyclers can issue certificates of Destruction and/or Recycling through their partnership 
with B2BMobile Auction, an R2 Certified company. 
 
5. Find a vendor that is industry agnostic! 
 
Real World Example:  TechSafe Recyclers partners with a wide range of businesses: medical facilities, thrift stores, 
retail establishments, logistics companies, IT providers, and more! Since our goal is minimizing the carbon footprint and 
increasing sustainability, we’ll go wherever the technology dinosaurs live! 
 
Big Takeaway: Implement a plan for how your facilities will handle e-Waste! The world and your company will be 
better for it!



DELTA AIRLINES UPGRADES GROUND CONTROL CENTER IN 
MINNEAPOLIS

Provided by Winsted Control Room Consoles

Each year more than 30 million travelers pass through Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport (MSP). Most are there 
to fly Delta Air Lines, the airport’s largest carrier. On peak days, Delta has more than 400 departures to 120 nonstop 
destinations.
 
What all those passengers don’t see as they travel through the airport is the small army of people behind the scenes 
keeping everything on the ground running smoothly. The staff of the airline’s control center oversees every aspect of 
Delta’s ground operations. Control center staff coordinates communication 
with pilots, baggage handlers and gate agents within the terminal as well as 
the caterers, cleaners and maintenance personnel that service the planes on 
the tarmac.

Recently, Delta completed a $3.5 million renovation of the control center at 
MSP that included replacing outdated technology as well as installing all new 
control room furniture. The radios and computers in the original control room 
had passed their prime and the control room consoles had been designed to 
hold cumbersome CRT monitors.

In the air and on the ground, time is money for airlines of all sizes. The 
ability of control room operators to communicate quickly and easily with each other and workers on the ground helps 
keep flights running on schedule. Delta worked closely with integrators to design a new control room that would improve 
communication and increase efficiency. This included installing all new computers, monitors, intercoms and radio 
equipment.

A significant aspect of the control room renovation was the installation of ergonomically designed control room consoles 
to house the new equipment. Several factors complicated the selection of new consoles. First, the new console layout 
needed to fit the existing control room while also adding three workstations essentially within the same footprint. Second, 
the control room needed to remain operational throughout the renovation, so installation of the consoles had to take place 
in phases.

Delta chose Winsted Corporation to provide the control room consoles 
because the company was able to meet both these requirements and 
offered a feature-rich console design. The airline provided Winsted with an 
initial layout concept from which the console manufacturer designed a series 
of Winsted Sight-Line consoles to fit the existing footprint with the additional 
three workstations. Sight-Line consoles are ergonomically designed to 
provide operators with a comfortable, efficient workspace that is ideal for 
24/7 control room environments such as Delta’s control center.

Operators in Delta’s control center are trained on all positions so they may 
work at the board confirming gates with incoming flights one day and may 

direct catering on the ground the next. The constant rotation helps keep operators alert and engaged, but makes the 
flexibility of each workstation imperative to accommodate the ergonomic needs of individual operators.

Sight-Line consoles feature Winsted’s Versa-Trak monitor mounting system, which makes it possible for operators to 
easily adjust viewing angles and sight-lines for personal needs, regardless of which workstation they are staffing. The new 
control center has a total of 32 workstations, which allows enough space for all of the day-to-day operations as well as a 
few additional workspaces for seasonal needs such as deicing operations.

Each workstation is equipped with several monitors (the number varies depending on the function of the workstation), 
PCs, radio, telephone and intercom. “Our old consoles did not provide adequate accommodations for PCs and the wiring 
was a mess,” said Richard Benz, MSP Control Center Department Manager for Delta Airlines. “Now our operators have 
easy access to the PCs and Winsted’s cable management system keeps all the wiring organized and under control.”



Sight-Line consoles feature easy-access CPU storage in the base of the console and a dual cable raceway that keeps 
signal and power cords separate, organized and out of the way. Winsted also created custom shelves at each workstation 
to hold radio speakers for the control center’s communication system. Dividers between each workstation give operators a 
defined workspace and certain level of privacy to enhance concentration.

The architectural firm Burns & McDonnell handled the design and 
engineering of the new control center. Installation of the new consoles was 
completed by Winsted’s professional installation team. In order to make it 
possible for the control center to remain operational throughout the upgrade, 
the installation was completed in phases and largely overnight, between 10 
p.m. and 6 a.m. This minimized disruption to operators.

Further complicating the installation was the number of vendors that needed 
to complete different aspects of the integration. “The installation of the new 

equipment and consoles was our biggest concern going into this upgrade,” said Benz. “Every inch of the control center 
had to be redone without disrupting operations because the company didn’t want to incur the expense of building a 
temporary facility.” To accomplish this, equipment from several workstations was temporarily transferred to the three new 
workstations while work was completed in particular areas of the control center. Workstations were sort of leapfrogged 
around to keep operations running throughout the install.

“The installation went very smoothly, especially considering the sheer number of moving parts that had to be coordinated,” 
said Benz. “Now that it’s complete our operators are very pleased with the results.”

(Delta Airlines Continued)

In the News
Work begins on Airport Metro Connector project that will let travelers 
take the train to LAX

That all changed Monday, when officials gathered on the outskirts of the 
airport to break ground on a $900-million Airport Metro Connector project that 
by 2024 will link the county’s fast-growing rail network to a people mover 
system being built at LAX.

Atlanta no longer has the world’s ‘busiest airport’ after passenger traffic 
plummeted due to the pandemic

Atlanta’s airport is no longer the world’s busiest airport, marking the first 
time in 22 years that ATL has not transported the most passengers.  Instead, 
Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport in China took that honor in 2020 
with more than 43 million passengers, according to a preliminary report from 
Airports Council International released on Thursday.

China’s latest mega-airport is officially open

Constructed at a cost of about 70 billion Chinese yuan ($10.8 billion), phase 
one of the massive aviation hub has the capacity to handle up to 60 million 
passengers per year, further opening up the country’s southwest region.
Three runways and two terminals, covering a total area of 710,000 square 
meters, are in operation. State media outlet Xinhua reported the airport will 
eventually house terminals covering 1.4 million square meters, capable of 
handling 120 million passengers annually.



In the News
New $2 Billion Cleveland Hopkins Airport Plan Calls For New Concourses

A 20-year master plan for Cleveland Hopkins International Airport envisions 
a larger terminal, new concourses and a redesigned traffic flow into the 
airport campus. The city would make the changes in phases as the airport 
hits passenger growth benchmarks. The total cost is estimated at around $2 
billion.

631-HP Lamborghini ‘Follow Me’ Car Is Running at Italy’s Bologna Airport

Airports offer the chance to see many weird and wonderful specialist vehicles, 
but rarely the chance to spot a supercar. But visitors to the Bologna airport in 
Italy are going to have the chance of spotting a very unusual “follow me” car 
in the form of a 631-hp Lamborghini Huracán Evo.

LAX, Van Nuys Airport eliminate single-use plastic water bottles

“L.A.’s Green New Deal is about taking bold action now to fight climate change, 
and phasing out plastic bottles at LAX is an important step we can take toward 
that goal,” said Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti. “I applaud LAWA for making 
this change and look forward to continuing the push to make our airport a 
model for sustainable economic growth.”

Tampa International Airport hiring over 100 to meet summer travel 
demand

 Airports and airlines across the country are trying to keep up with high demand 
as more people are traveling during the summer. Locally, Tampa International 
Airport is hoping to fill 150 positions to ease the stress.

Orlando International ticket-counter incident continues ‘troubling’ trend

“Rising rates of unruly even violent passengers, as reported by the FAA and 
law enforcement are troubling, as TSA reports similar incidents at checkpoints 
across the country,” Koshetz wrote in an email to Spectrum News. She added 
that TSA “will not tolerate such actions, and may pursue criminal charges and 
a civil penalty up to the maximum allowable by law.”

What Caused The Fresno Airport Fuel Shortage?

Between June 30th and July 4th, over 20 flights were diverted, delayed, or 
canceled at Fresno. To help get passengers to their destinations, planes were 
leaving their previous airport with extra fuel so they didn’t need to refill in 
Fresno. Others were receiving a small top-up at the Californian airport before 
stopping at another site on their way to their final destination.

According to The Fresno Bee, the cause of these challenges was a shortage 
of workforce. Namely, there were not enough truck drivers to deliver the jet 
fuel.



Following the deployment of Internet of Things (IoT) sensor technology at Cincinnati International Airport (CVG) security 
checkpoints to monitor wait times, the airport is looking to use the technology elsewhere in its terminal.

Data that was drawn from the initial application allowed CVG and the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) to 
make data-driven decisions on staff scheduling, which improved wait times and passenger experience.

To this end, CVG will adopt specialist Veovo’s airport-wide flow management technology to obtain a greater understanding 
of passenger movement beyond the security checkpoint and into other areas of the terminal and concourses. Specifically, 
the airport will be able to see how travel-
ers, processes and airlines interact and 
interconnect.

“Providing memorable and predictable 
journeys, from the driveway to the run-
way, is a top priority for CVG, and data is 
the key enabler for our vision,” said Brian 
Cobb, chief innovation officer at CVG. 
“Innovative solutions, like those provided 
by Veovo, enable us to gather and ana-
lyze data in real time and proactively put 
it to work. We will be able to make better 
plans and improve productivity, respond 
to customer needs faster and tap into 
revenue growth opportunities.”

The rollout of the technology will be done 
in phases throughout the year. Once com-
plete, historical and live data will enable 
CVG to make daily operational decisions as well as long-term facility improvement plans.

For example, by understanding gate arrival patterns by flight, CVG hopes it can adjust call-to-gate times or airline gate 
assignments to minimize crowding. The airport can evaluate how disruptions affect passenger behavior to prevent issues 
and/or mitigate their impact. Dwell and flow data can be used to drive strategic plans for layout configuration, signage, 
food and beverage placements and gate assignments.

“CVG is one of a growing number of airports globally that have come to recognize the intrinsic value of managing and un-
derstanding passenger movements throughout their concourse,” said James Williamson, chief executive officer at Veovo. 
“Because traveler behavior can vary depending on volumes, time of day, travel class, destination and other factors, this 
technology is invaluable in developing an even greater knowledge of the customer journey and helping to shape its fu-
ture.”

The Veovo platform bundles AI-powered analytics, data from movement sensors and rich visualizations to provide live 
and historic insights into passenger occupancy, dwell times and movement patterns by flight. This data can be viewed for 
specific areas, grouped areas, and eventually the entire facility including the terminal and both concourses.

Cincinnati looks to further integrate IoT sensor technology in 
terminal

Passenger Terminal Today / Lawrence Butcher / May 11, 2021


